Abstract. Let G be a Lie group, ir a unitary representation of G on a Hubert space DC(ir), and 3C*(ir) the subspace of C* vectors for m. By quadratic interpolation there is a continuous scale 3C(w), s > 0, of G-invariant Hubert spaces. When G -H ■ K is a semidirect product of closed subgroups, then it is proved that D(?(7r) = 1<?(v\H) n DC(w|K) for í > 0. For solvable G this gives a characterisation of DC(w) in terms of smoothness along one-parameter subgroups, and an elliptic regularity result.
1. Introduction. Let G be a Lie group, g its Lie algebra, and U(q) the complexified universal enveloping algebra of g. If tt is a strongly continuous representation of G on a Banach space %(tt), one has for each positive integer k the subspace %k = 3#(s) of Ck vectors for it, and the space 3C"(») = D %k of C°° vectors. These spaces are G-invariant. Furthermore, 3C* can be normed as a Banach space so that g h» tt(g)\%k is strongly continuous (cf. [3] ).
It is natural to consider interpolation spaces between 3<? and %k+1, constructed either by the "complex" or "real" method. For general Banach space representations, this gives a profusion of different spaces (cf. [2] , [10] for the much-studied case G = R"). For unitary representations one may use the "quadratic interpolation functor" [9] to obtain a continuous interpolating scale of Hubert spaces DC, s > 0 (cf. [4] ), which are G-invariant. (For noncommutative G, however, the G action on ÍX? is nonunitary for í > 0, when the adjoint representation is nonunitary.) The main result of this note is the following Reduction Theorem. If G = H • K is a semidirect product of closed subgroups H and K, then for any unitary representation tt and s > 0, 3<?(*r) = 3C(w\H) n Wi«\K).
We shall prove this theorem in §5, using basic properties of diffusion semigroups generated by Laplace operators, which are recalled in §3, and a "noncommutative interpolation" theorem of P. Grisvard [7] , which is stated in the form we need it in §4. This approach seems quite natural, in view of the fact that for s > 0, 3C*(?r) is the domain of the operator As/2, where A is the closure of îrM(-A), A a Laplace operator on G (cf. §5 for notation).
2. Applications. We turn now to some consequences of the Reduction Theorem, when G is solvable. First we describe ^(it), 0 < j < 1, in the case G = R. Here the result is known (cf. for some constant C and t ¥= 0. By (2.1) we conclude that w G ^X?(wX so that u G cXn+s(irj) for 1 < j < n. Apply Theorem 2.2. Proof. See [8, §4] .
Remark. The notion of "Bessel potential", familiar in the case G = R", can be defined in general using a Laplacian A. Indeed, the operator (A -A)_i is bounded on L2(G;dx) for Re s > 0, Re X > 0, and acts by right convolution with the function 1 From Lemma 3.1 one has <p(x)\Jl(x)\ dx < ALXRe X -w)"Re(i) 'G if Re X > 03. Thus for any Banach space representation it of G, the resolvent of the semigroup it{pt) is it{Jl). Furthermore, when it is unitary, then for any X > 0, s > 0, one has OC(ir) = Range it(J¿) (cf. [4] ). 4 . Noncommutative interpolation. We recall some results about interpolation spaces associated with semigroups of operators ( [2] , [6] ). Let E be a Banach space, with norm || • ||£. For 1 < p < oo, let L?(E) be the space of all strongly measurable functions /->«(/) from (0, oo) to £ such that \\»\\pp,e= f "Vwiii t < ( For/? = oo, Hull. = esssup||w(0||£.)
Suppose that F c E is another Banach space, continuously embedded in E. If 0 < 0 < 1, define (F; E)e to be the subspace of all x G E which can be written as x = u0(t) + ux(t), with /"%, G LPA[F) and t1~9ul G L?(E). Set IWU, -ini{||r%>lU» ll'!"*«ilU}. the inf being taken over all such pairs u0, w,.
Example. Assume F = ^(/l), where A is a closed operator on E and -.4 generates a strongly continuous semigroup e"'"4. By adding a large positive constant to A, we may assume that (A + t)~l exists as a bounded operator on E ior t > 0. Then x G (fy(A);E)9p if and only if tl'eA(A + t)'lx G L£(£), and the norm ||x||9/J is equivalent to (4.4) ||5e-Mx||£ < Ge*{||*||, + 11**11*} for x G öD(5) and t > 0.
Theorem 4.1 (Grisvard [7] ). Set F = fy(A) n ^(B). Then for 0 < 9 < 1 and 1 < p < oo, owe has {F;E)" = (6D04);£),,, n {<%{B);E)".
Remark. In [7] this result is stated with Ce"' replaced by C in (4.4) . This can be achieved by replacing A by A + co/, of course, without changing ty(A).
5. Proof of the Reduction Theorem. Take Laplacians àH and AK on H and K, respectively, and denote by p," and ptK the corresponding fundamental solutions to the heat equations on H and K. Let a = tt\H, t = it\K, and take A = closure of o^i-Aff), B = closure of ^(-A^), where for any representation it of G, tt^ denotes the representation of (7(g) on %°°(ir). Then -A and -B are the generators of the semigroups o{p") and t(p,K), respectively. Furthermore, for s > 0, integer, {Xj} a basis for g). Choosing {X.} as the union of bases for f) and f, we see that u G 3C2m+s(iT) if and only if ir^S)« G OC(ir) and it_x(T)u G OC(ir) for all S G ¿72m(f)) and T G Í72m(l). Hence if 0 < s < 2 and u G 0C2m+í(o) n 0C2",+í(t), it follows by (5.2) that u G 0C2m+í(i7). The opposite inclusion is evident by the monotonicity property of interpolation, which completes the proof.
